
Bridging the Gap Between Families and Services

Know your community. There is never just one agency or organization that can help solve every
family's problems. Knowing what is "out there" in the community is critical to our work. If there is a
family needing drug rehabilitation or domestic violence referrals, where do you send them? What
agencies can work collaboratively and help the family from various approaches? Are all the help-line
numbers in your directories current? Do you know the people providing these services, or do you
just know the agency's name?

Link families to services effectively. Webster defines "linking" as "anything that connects or ties
one thing to another." From our perspective, this means connecting families to the services they
want and need. When families are reluctant to seek help, and even when they seek it willingly, that
connection is much more effective if it is met with an immediate and personal response. To link
families to services effectively, try the following two-pronged approach; no wrong door and warm
transfer.

Linking Families to Service and Opportunities 

Respect family culture. When we speak of culture, we are not limiting the definition to ethnic or
racial categories. Culture can apply to age, gender, sexual orientation, religion, community
attitudes, and more. We live in a nation where hundreds of languages are spoken, and cultural
diversity is a hallmark of our identity. 

No wrong door is a guiding principle that means that whatever families are seeking support around, you,
your agency and or the human service community will be able to connect them with the appropriate
services in a manner that is effective and seamless for the family's perspective, even if you or your
organization does not offer that service. 

A warm transfer (when the person providing help talks with the resource while the person seeking help
is on the same line) is one of the best ways to help families connect. If a three-way conversation is not
possible, then a personal introduction or a phone call placed on behalf of the family is an alternative.
Also, when the link is personal, you can ensure the family receives help.
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A Gateway to Services
Those who offer support to a family may be individuals, groups or organizations. But, whatever the
makeup, each provider becomes a gateway to the services families need, enabling them to
experience less stress and greater empowerment. An individual service provider who knows the
services available in the community and a program that is networked with other community
programs can make the referrals and connections to help a family access the services they need.

How is your program, agency or organization a gateway to concrete support?

What additional
stressors are often
handed down to
families when entering
the gateway to
concrete support?
Upon entering the
gateway to concrete
support, families often
encounter additional
stressors that can
exacerbate their
challenges.
Cumbersome forms,
with complex language
and requirements,
become a source of
anxiety as families
attempt to navigate
bureaucratic processes.
Limited hours of
operation may pose
scheduling conflicts for
working parents, making
it difficult to access
crucial support. 

Eligibility criteria add another layer of stress as families grapple with uncertainties about whether
they meet specific requirements. Issues such as the need to print documents or lack of accessible
technology further compound these stressors, potentially hindering families from accessing the
support they urgently require.

Observe and Respond to Early Warning signs of Abuse and Neglect
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Be Alert to Early Warning Signs
Observe and Respond to Early Warning Signs of Child Abuse and Neglect

Recognizing and addressing early warning signs is a skill we naturally possess. For instance, when we
notice an unusual screeching noise while braking and a longer stopping time in our car, we
understand these as early signs that our brakes may not be functioning properly. This prompts us to
take the car to a mechanic to prevent potential issues. Early warning signs extend beyond cars to
warn us about weather changes, health concerns, safety risks, and various situations that could
pose personal harm, property damage, or equipment failures.

Similarly, child abuse has its own set of early warning signs. Stress, isolation, and the absence of a
strong parent-child bond serve as critical precursors to child abuse and neglect. When parents or
caregivers face heightened stress levels, whether due to financial struggles, relationship issues, or
other life challenges, their ability to cope may be compromised. Additionally, feelings of isolation
can exacerbate these stressors, leading to a lack of emotional support. A robust parent-child bond
acts as a protective factor, fostering open communication and emotional connection. In contrast,
the absence of this bond can contribute to strained relationships, making parents more susceptible
to frustration and less responsive to the needs of their children. Recognizing and addressing these
precursors early on is vital in preventing child abuse and ensuring the well-being of both parents
and children.

Making the case for Mandated Supporting before Mandated Reporting
Advocating for mandated support of families before resorting to
mandated reporting is essential for fostering healthier and more
constructive outcomes in challenging situations. Recognizing that families
often grapple with stressors and complexities, a supportive approach
allows for a deeper understanding of the underlying issues. This
proactive stance prioritizes collaboration over intervention, encouraging
caregivers to engage with parents in a compassionate manner. 

By offering assistance, resources, and empathy, we create an environment where families feel more
inclined to share their struggles openly. This not only preserves the dignity and privacy of individuals
but also facilitates a more cooperative relationship between service providers and families.
Mandated support acts as a preventive measure, addressing the root causes of potential concerns
before they escalate to the point of mandated reporting. Ultimately, this approach promotes a
culture of empathy and assistance, aiming to strengthen familial bonds and empower parents to
navigate challenges more effectively.

Questions to consider:  What are some stressors that families face?  Why might a family be
isolated or feel isolated?  Why might parents and children be having a hard time bonding?  
How do we respond when families show harmful signs of stress?
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